Glubran2 Usage Instructions

Requirements

• Rigid Spray Device (Blue box) G2-NBT-RIG
• 1ml of Glubran2 per hernia
• Blunt drawing up needle 19G

Set up instructions

• Open Glubran2 from blister pack and scrub nurse can take the sterile ampule.

• Remove and keep round plastic base as a holder for gas canister and discard rest of plastic.
• Attach blunt drawing up needle to syringe provided in spray device kit.
• Open Glubran2 and draw up Glubran2 into syringe (be careful not to get Glubran2 on gloves).
• Some air is acceptable in syringe (0.3ml etc.).
Glubran2 Usage Instructions (contd.)

Uncoil the plastic tubing from clips on spray device leaving last plastic clip on tubing.

When the surgeon is ready for application of Glubran2 compress gas canister (top to bottom 3 clicks).

Hand spray to surgeon and then turn white tap on side of spray device 90° to turn gas on (gas needs to be turned on prior to inserting the spray device port).

• Keep canister in upright position and place in round plastic holder to prevent gas from freezing.
• Turn off tap on spray device when surgeon has finished spraying the glue.
• Distal end of the spray device needs to be kept away from tissue and bodily fluids to prevent blocking.
• If spray device becomes blocked try picking away Glubran2 from end of applicator. If still blocked get a new applicator.
• Quickly wipe down surgical instruments that may have come in contact with Glubran2 with warm saline.
• Dispose of Spray Device in yellow bio-hazard bags.